Frontiers
with Peter Evans 
The Genius Within. 

Tom Cruise : Ray? Raymond? 

Dustin Hoffman : Yeah? 

Tom Cruise : Are you good with numbers? 

Dustin Hoffman : Yeah? 

Tom Cruise : Do you know how much 312 times 123 is? 

Dustin Hoffman : 38376. 

Tom Cruise : He's right. 

Doctor : What? 

Tom Cruise : He's right. 

Doctor : He's right? 

Tom Cruise : Yeah.Ray,how much 4343 times 1234? 

Dustin Hoffman : 5359262. 

Tom Cruise : He's a genius! 

Doctor : That's right. 

Tom Cruise : He's a genius! 

Peter Evans : And he's Dustin Hoffman,in the film "Rainman",in which the flat-voiced, obsessive and socially awkward,central character,possesses extraordinary calculating abilities that even enable him to outwit a Las Vegas Casino.He has what's called "savant syndrome",as does the young Steven Wiltshire,whose wonderful architectural drawings captured the nation, when Steven became the subject of a television documentary on his bizarre condition,which combines artistry with autism. (Classical piano music plays) Despite pronounced difficulties in socialising,and communicating,savants can draw like Leonardo Da Vinci [Ref:Focus Jul96 p38],or memorise and calculate like a computer,or reproduce briefly heard music,without a single wrong note. There's something both disturbing and deeply fascinating about savants.How do they do it? Are their brains made differently from the rest of us? Or are they simply practising a skill to virtuoso levels,through long hours of grinding slog? Most intriguing of all though,are they unique or could you and I,somehow enjoy similar,seemingly superhuman abilities,if only we new how? Psychologist Alan Snyder,has just made waves among fellow researchers by suggesting that we can all indeed tap the genius within. 

Alan Snyder : It is in us all.All of us could draw like a savant artist.All of us could have the spectacular memory to memorise the telephone book,and all of us could apparently do primes and multiplication.Put in a nutshell,we believe,that autistic savants,savants in general have privileged access to something that's in us all,but we cannot access,they can.Are we all potential geniuses? We are. "So Alan turns up in this country,and bringing with him the most extraordinary idea,to have centre for the mind,in a land where the bum is king (laughter),and ..." 

Peter Evans : At a recent conference in Australia,on geniuses prodigies and savants,held at Alan Snyder's "Centre for the Mind",researchers from around the world,shared theories and experimental data,on the nature of the savant.The impresario,typically in baseball cap and designer trainers,was Dr Snyder himself,with his missionary message to kick things off. 

Alan Snyder : Extraordinary minds seem to have some mysterious access to the unconscious.Isn't it amazing that three year old Nadia can draw like the master,Leonardo Da Vinci? And all the more amazing,when you learn that Nadia's severely mentally retarded,she can't even recognise her mother from the nurse. 

Peter Evans : Snyder,is in a word,a bit of a character [That's more than a word -LB].He began his controversial research career,in physics,shaking up colleagues in his field of optics and photonics with some futuristic ideas that seemed to bring a whiff of fantasy to cool reasoned domain [Science 3]Hardie of conventional domain of conventional science.Now,he's turned his attention to savant syndrome.People with these abilities are nowadays,called "autistic savants" because of their very poor social and communication skills.In a less PC era,they were "idiot savants",foolish but wise,stupid but clever.Now about 1 in 10 autistic children,show savant characteristics,but it's still pretty rare,and as you'll hear,undoubtedly problematic from the scientific point of view. Savants for example,have an extremely narrow range of skills,a fact which puzzles psychologists,such as Robin Young from Flinder's University in South Australia. 

Robin Young : They are very specific,and if you think of the whole repertoire of abilities available to humans,you typically don't get that among savants,you get musical precocity, typically that's limited to the keyboard,piano,you get calculation skills,artistic ability,is another one,very good perspective,and excellent memory for facts,are the most common one that we see.From our understanding of intelligence,we assume that if someone's good at something,they're going to be good at something else,and most people have you know,if they talented at reading,they can spell and so forth,but savants pose a dilemma for our understanding of intelligence because here you have people with extraordinary skills,in a particular area,but generally a low level of functioning. 

Tim Mallows : I like reading....I like reading calendars and TV week,once a week,I like going to the Mansfield Hotel on Tuesdays and Wednesdays,doing the sweeping and Thursdays and Fridays,I do the onions in the kitchen,on Thursdays and Fridays. 

Peter Evans : Tim Mallows typifies the mono-dimensional nature of the savant's ability.Now 32,Tim showed an astonishing ability to carry out calendrical calculations at the age of 7.Give him any date,past or future,and he'll tell you the day of the week at lightning speed. Mathematicians have worked out complicated formulae for doing this but far,far more slowly. On the other hand,give Tim and elementary piece of arithmetic,and he's quite lost.Among savants,Tim is unusually communicative,which makes him a particularly valuable subject for Robin Young to study. 

Robin Young : Tim,do you remember when I actually met you? 

Tim Mallows : On Friday the 26th of July 

Robin Young : What year was that? 

Tim Mallows : 1991. 

Robin Young : 1991,and can you remember what day of...? When I was born? It was the 2nd of June,1965. 

Tim Mallows : It was a Wednesday. 

Robin Young : It was a Wednesday,that's right. 

Tim Mallows : That's right,what's your middle name? 

Robin Young : Louise. 

Tim Mallows : Doctor Robin Louise Young? 

Robin Young : That's right. 

Tim Mallows : That's right.What street d'you live in? 

Robin Young : I live in Prince George Parade in Adelaide. 

Tim Mallows : Prince George Parade in....Adelaide. 

Robin Young : Did I tell you that? 

Tim Mallows : In the centre. 

Robin Young : Now the....the interesting thing about Tim is Tim...I don't think I told him that last time,because if I did,he would have recalled that,and that's one thing that's extraordinary about Tim,is he not only has the ability to tell you what day of the week it...that,he could also tell you the weather,days of...not just significant events,but if you can ask him on any given day what he was doing,he can possibly tell you,and it maybe even the clothes that he was wearing.So his memory for facts is really rather extraordinary,and it's been my suggestion that this memory for facts underpins most of the savant skills.That they're actually depending on some really well-formed memory,perhaps some type of declarative memory,that he can access information and recall it.What is interesting I think,is information that people like Tim tend to recall and store,is information that we would consider to be reasonably trivial,and so we don't tend to store it. [It sounds like the filter that discriminates between important events to record and trivial events that don't matter,is missing,and all data has equal importance.Perhaps this is behind our capacity to prioritise,and the lack of it sends autistics into routine cycles of behaviour that provides the security.People suggest that they have some sort of sixth sense or that unrelated events seem to comeback to them under certain circumstances as being related.It seems that some sort of discrimination prior to laying down memories that happens normally is not there in savants.Perhaps in memorising every detail of a building indiscriminately,it can then be played back verbatim,the same with music,whereas the rest of us being discriminatory about which music we will or won't listen to are less able to recall or play it back.We don't usually remember every facet of a building.I'd be interested to know if savants display "musical taste" and appreciate different forms of music,or whether they replay it without any regard to its nature.In Rainman Raymond seemed to have penchants for particular TV programmes or other commodities,but it seemed that this was more to do with facilitating routine structure than with any type of preference based on an emotional bias -LB] 

Peter Evans : Now the normal brain processes information in two stages,the first is pre- conscious,when we're bombarded with all kinds of information through our senses,facts, numbers,environmental queues,words impressions,sights and sounds.This is the early stage at which perceptions are funnelling into our brain at a rapid rate.Then comes the second stage,when we categorise,shape and conceptualise that raw data,in order to impose meaning on it.It's here,says Alan Snyder,that savants differ from the rest of us. 

Alan Snyder : It would seem that we've evolved for rapid identification of objects,rapid identification of meaning,and I wondered what it would be like to look at the world without that preconception,without the assumption,and then I just realised,that perhaps autistic savants were people who looked at the world,without these mindsets.You and I see the cloud,when we look at a cloud in the sky,and we all are staring up there,and many of us make faces out the clouds or make objects out of the clouds,a very human condition. [Richard Dawkins on the RI lecture (Video:A20),showed how we needed this ability in order to identify faces,and we then transfer this onto other shapes,and see faces where there aren't any.This is one reason,why people think they've seen fairies,goblins and aliens -LB] The autistic savant sees the cloud for what it is,you know,chaotic,or random formations of white against blue,let's say.They seem to look literally at the world. [It might be said that the former "human" condition has a tendency to romanticise real objects into things they are not,and that the latter "autistic" condition sees things for what they are.If we consider a shade of grey to human experiences rather than fixed categories,then scientists seem to be nearer the autistic end of the spectrum,seeming to have prodigious intellectual capabilities and sometimes lacking social ability,and the more romantic being more social and less intellectual. It seems to me the value of "cold" science is underrated,and that romantics have created a false notion of the world and themselves as being more virtuous and "human",whereas in fact what they do is impose false notions onto the world.Autistics without these preconceptions sees things for literally what they are.A scientist has to overcome these preconceptions to get to what's real.All other attempts at getting to "truth" involve those preconceptions,and so the suggestion that science is cold and lacking in human qualities,is exactly what makes it so powerful.It doesn't romanticise,it doesn't impose false conceptions (or at least the idea is not to).This is perhaps exemplified by Walt Whitman's poem "On hearing the Learn'd Astronomer", where he chides the reduction of the blanket of the night sky into cold facts.But what he is doing is romanticising the sky into something it really isn't,and thus what is generally thought of as "being human" is to facilitate a false and romantic conception of the world.Clouds don't have faces,they are just movements of moisture in air. Whilst to be autistic savant might be seen as "abnormal" or a "dysfunction",it might also be seen as "being real" or as having a refreshing insight into actuality,and in that scientists seem nearer that end of the spectrum,it seems that they offer the kind of things autistics do (lack of preconception) coupled with the human abilities supposedly missing (I note here, that it is seen as a difference,as opposed to a deficiency or dysfunction,which questions what we mean by an incapability) from savants.This is perhaps what makes science uniquely different in a structure for defining what is actually happening,as opposed to what people would like to believe is happening -LB] They see the way we record the world,right? They can read our raw data.they can read what our senses are recording.We're only privy to the conceptual end product of that,that' the way I look at it.The conceptual end product. [Perhaps those who appear gifted,talented or geniuses,are in greater contact with the initial sense data,rather than the conceptual end product.And perhaps those who romanticise the world,artists,or the religious,are too steeped in the conceptual end product.Religious scientists or scientists talented in an art then somewhat seem like a paradox though -LB] 

Peter Evans : The autistic brain then,according to Alan Snyder,appears to process and access information differently from yours or mine,it's not "deficient",but different.A psychologist at London's Institute of Psychiatry,Dr Francesca Happe,up to a point,agrees. 

Francesca Happe : We've been looking at psychological style,or information processing style in autism,and finding that people with autism, [Isn't calling it "autism" opening them up to be treated syndromically? After all if it's just different and not deficient,then they are only different compared to us,and thus why don't the rest of us have a name or a syndrome attached? We pompously are the default category against which everything else is compared,and if it's not like us then it's "X syndrome" -LB] perform extremely well on tasks where analysis of small details is important. [This is important in the sciences,in such things as electronics and computing,and perhaps cellular biology,chemistry,and atomic physics,and in mathematics,the latter being given a greater emphasis,with the advent of Chaos Theory.The response of non-scientists to many measurements or ideas is "Why does that matter? You're obsessed with such trivial details".Is it not possible that the normal human condition overlooks detail and emphasises general themes to the detriment of actual understanding,and then pompously elevates this lack of understanding and romantically end conceptualises it as "being human"? And thus anything that deals with details or is rigorous looks "cold and calculated" and thus generates the myth,that to be detailed and analytical is not to be human? -LB] 

Peter Evans : A typical task then? 

Francesca Happe : A typical task would be something like a jigsaw puzzle task,and indeed many people with autism,show a sort of savant skill,in being able to do jigsaw puzzles very well,even with the pictures...the pieces turned picture face down.So,they are doing the puzzle not by looking at the whole picture,the meaning of the picture and putting it all together,but by matching the shape of each piece,to the next piece,so with minute detail,and with a focus on the parts rather than the whole. [Perhaps this explains scientific reductionism -LB] 

Peter Evans : This jigsaw thing is a very good paradigm for the brain,isn't it really? Because what we might do,if we did a jigsaw,is to,as you say,get the....well we get the sky,and we get the sides and we get the bottom,and then we'd fill the bits in,imposing kind of overall shape-meaning to the puzzle? 

Francesca Happe : Exactly. 

Peter Evans : They don't seem to process anything in that way? 

Francesca Happe : Exactly,and of course it's also a good example,because we make mistakes,exactly because we are being top down,we're making a guess about which piece will go where,based on the whole meaning,so we may interpret a small detail in one way,be sure it's going to be a bird,and desperately try and put it in the sky,when in fact if we looked more closely we would realise that it's a pebble,and it goes down the bottom of the jigsaw. [This typifies the difference in working between a belief system and a scientific process.A belief works by guessing and trying to shoehorn what exists,into the belief system,whereas a scientific process works with what exists and creates and explanation,again showing why it is a more powerful strategy for showing what is,rather than what people's perceptions and biases lead them to believe.As Francesca said "We make mistakes,because we think it is a bird,where IN FACT it is a pebble".This happens because there IS A reality and we do not make it up as we go along according to what we prefer -LB] The person with autism,starts with the details,rather than with the overall vision,and therefore they're often much more accurate.So they are "superior" in all kinds of skills to the rest of us. 

Peter Evans : Alan Snyder though,goes one step further.Having carried out an exhaustive study of savant syndrome,he argues that we all have a savant style of information processing,a capacity to crunch massive amounts of raw data,but it becomes relegated to some inaccessible back room in the brain.Once we we impose shape and meaning on it,it's lost to us. [Perhaps that's why so many people have difficulty with abstract mathematical concepts like N-spaces and hypercubes,and those closer to the raw information can see these for what they are,or does such excessive abstraction require greater conceptualisation? -LB] 

Alan Snyder : Put simply,we look at the world through our mindsets,through our prior knowledge of this world,it's effortless and you use it as a block,that's what's lacking in autism [So it is a deficiency then? A missing filter? Or is it us that has a block in the way and that is a deficiency?-LB].You remove that block,you switch the conceptual self off,by some sort of pathology. [When referring to how to approach science the phrase "without emotion" is often used or "switching the emotions off in order to be objective and unbiased" (see [Science 3]Hardie),this perhaps is seen as "inhuman",but our "human" qualities are leading us astray in determining what works,as is shown here the conceptualisation is a block,and perhaps such notions of "God" or moral frameworks taint actual data to become something it isn't.Clouds don't have faces,stars are not pinpricks of light,or holes in a celestial sphere.It is obvious from seeing the narrow but prodigious ability of savants that they are somehow "seeing through" a problem. One might say that "it comes easy" to them,and many people who see capabilities in others who are in awe at how they achieve it,wonder at how easy it is.Perhaps those people make it hard on themselves by imposing an emotional or "human" framework upon things where usual "human" attributes only confuse or "block" the ability to "see though" a problem.Thus the vexation or frustration that many have with numbers is readily not apparent in savants.They do not bang their fists with rage and scream "I don't get it!",they just "do it",with seemingly no emotional content.Which is not to say autism is devoid of emotion as Rainman shows,a disturbance in their routine can lead to hyper anxiety,but within the domain of ability,it seems that a control or sense of order creates security,but is also why the ability occurs.The sense of order or relation is paramount,perhaps in savants to the detriment of social abilities.In other people perhaps it is just not so extreme,and contrariwise their could be an anti-version of this syndrome,where there is inability to analyse detail,but ability in social gregariousness.I would suggest that most people suffer from it,but because its seen as viable and "normal" it does not have "X-syndrome" attached to it. -LB] Bang on the head-autism,or an array of other possibilities.You now become in most cases,socially inept,you have a great deal of trouble dealing with meaning,but lo and behold you have this unbelievable gift of being able to draw,like...say like Leonardo Da Vinci, [It's possible that it is only in the comparison that it looks unbelievable,if everyone drew like Leonardo it wouldn't look so impressive,so what is "normal"? -LB] or being able to have some sort of musical ability that's delightful.So the evidence I was looking at,just the evidence I was saying,that you can have a girl who's 3 years old,who can draw like Leonardo Da Vinci,she draws...when she draws,she just starts at an arbitrary position on the page,and works out,it's clearly not a conceptual memory,it's a detailed memory,well,or take another form a savant....a musical savant,suddenly hearing an opera in Italian,and singing it back word perfect,lots of cases of things like that. [Usually one would have a musical preference for Italian opera before being able to reproduce it verbally,is this an indication of the indiscriminate nature of the ability and the lack of taste or preference? -LB] And the price they pay for it,is loss of meaning,the price,so to speak,we pay for it,is the loss of the detail that made up the meaning. [Perhaps this is true generally that these two things are in opposition.If we watch a TV screen picture with the pixels on aggregate,we see a moving picture with meaning,if we try to track the colour and brightness changes of any pixel we lose the meaning.Jonathan Miller did this by successively blocking our portions of a TV screen to see how much would be required to facilitate meaning.Again the notion of an "emergent" phenomena seems to apply.Meaning "emerges" from the coalescing of many details into a whole.As soon as the detail is tracked the meaning seems to evaporate or slip through our fingers.Perhaps this is what is happening in Quantum Physics,as we attempt to analyse the very small,we lose the meaning of what happens at our scale -LB] (Classical piano plays) 

Peter Evans : In other words,if you hear an unfamiliar piece of music,you have no trouble making out the melodies and appreciating or hating the harmonies.What most of us don't do is remember each single note of the score in it's precise sequence,because notes in isolation,carry very little meaning or importance for us [Ref:Science1:Chaos.htm]. [As an analogy,most people listen to the music and don't analyse it.Savants seem to analyse it,but not emotionally react to it or at least analyse it to a much greater extent than most would.A scientific approach allows both schemes,as Ian Stewart once said,"I can analyse music,but sometimes I just like to sit back and listen to it".In this way most people seem "anti- autistic" they have the generic meaning,but no detail,where the "syndrome" of autistic savants is to have detail but no meaning,I think it is better to have both meaning AND detail,and the scientific process allows this to happen,whilst not making the mistakes (theoretically) of putting pebbles in the sky,so to speak.Most people put pebbles in the sky and think that's where they belong,because the beliefs that make them shoehorn ideas into preconceptions makes them make mistakes.Emotions force them to hang onto these mistakes long after they have ceased to be relevant.Thus the Pope had to recently admit the astronomical mistake of the Terrestrial centred solar system,because it had been held onto past it's sell-by date,due to emotional attachments to ideas that should have been "seen for what they were".The same goes for mythological belief in deities or alien abductions -LB] But to a musical savant,such as Trevor Tower,they do.Play Trevor a complex piece of piano music,eight bars at a time,and he'll reproduce it for you,with eerie precision,but he can't tell you how he does it. 

Trevor Tower : Well I just know I have it,I can't explain it really in too much detail.It does remind me of that children's game,where they say "a man walks into a bar" and the next person has to provide the second sentence,and the third person has to memorise the first two sentences and add a sentence on,and it begins like that. 

Robin Young : I guess that's the one thing about savant skills,is they don't know,[This is reminiscent of the nurse who couldn't explain how she new a child needed attention.Inability to explain yourself,is a lack of communication skill,which is the prerogative of the autistic,it's not an ability in itself,or a 6th sense -LB] and sometimes when you've asked people to try the operationalise [??-LB]actually how they're doing it,these skills have been lost! [This seems like they are "knowing something,without knowing something" and it reminds me of "Seeing something,without seeing something" in the "Quantum seeing in the dark" article,which should be uploaded to Xoom by weekend -LB] Because,once they actually bring it into conscious awareness,that that automaticity [??-LB] of it disappears. 

Peter Evans : The breathtaking mental processing speed of the savant is what fascinates Niels Bienbaumer,head of Neurobiology at (indistinct) University. [Perhaps the speed is due to the brain processing like an infinitely parallel computer or "Quantum Computer" (see http://members.Xoom.com/Templarser/index.html) -LB] He's been looking at the first 100-150 milliseconds just over a tenth of a second when savants appear to carry out their ultrafast pre-conscious processing.He's using brain imaging technology to time this sensory buffer of raw data processing,in an impressive savant calculator. [See R.Penrose "ENM" p568 {Time delays of consciousness}; [Science 1] Future.htm ; [Science 2] World12] 

Niels Bienbaumer : He's extremely fast.He can for example,multiplying within half a second about a ten digit number with another ten digit number. But while recording his brain activity,what we found is that the very early brain...electrical brain activity indicating the activity of this early sensory buffer is much more intensified.So that he has his ability to use this early processing,is increased,while his late,and when I say "late",I mean about from 100ms to about a second of this processing stage,all these late processing stages,in his case are reduced. 

Peter Evans : And when you say,"more intensive",how are we to measure intensity here? 

Niels Bienbaumer : You measure intensity by the amplitude of the so-called "evoked responses",this the electrical responses of the nerve cells,to the presentation of the number,and then I record the brain activity,and then I can differentiate between early and late stages. 

Peter Evans : I mean if we were to think of that brain activity as a wave [That's a conceptualisation? I wonder if it's "blocking" actuality? -LB],you get a bigger..a bigger higher kick in the wave,really? 

Niels Bienbaumer : Right,you can tell from the amplitude of this brain activity,the intensity and the number of cells being activated by that stimulus,so that obviously for this early processing many more cells are activated more intensively in these cases. 

Peter Evans : Okay,and then on to the second phase,at whatever it is 100,150ms? 

Niels Bienbaumer : Yeah. 

Peter Evans : Are you getting fewer cells engaged? 

Niels Bienbaumer : Yes,and that indicates that the information that arrives at short term memory is incomplete and cannot be used process...for further processing. 

Peter Evans : Niels Bienbaumer then,seems to be showing that savants have faster earlier processing,and poorer later processing than the rest of us,but I suggested to Alan Snyder, perhaps the differences aren't so much in processing,but in brain anatomy.Perhaps savants have more or better brain cells in the regions responsible for art,music or calculation. [I think it's more to to with the kind of processing,rather as an analogue computer is not the same as a digital one,but is more and less adept in certain capacities.I wonder in what sense an analogue computer can be though a "quantum computer"? -LB 

Alan Snyder : There could be modules for arithmetic ,there could be modules,little areas in the brain for music,could be other little areas in the brain,specialised area for mathematics, [The parietal lobe is implicated in number comprehension,but although there appear to be optical and aural centres,I think the orthodoxy is that the brain is less like a phrenological map and more holistic in its abilities,this makes savantism more perplexing -LB] now look,that could be well right,I don't doubt that,but again,how can we explain,why just these three fundamental areas of savant skill? Why when when you get hit on the head do you get it? [Does it? -LB] Why across all cultures? I mean it just seems to scream out to me,that the simplest explanation [Occam's razor operating-LB] is that it's in us all,and it's released by turning something off,not enhanced by turning something on. [This means it's dysfunction but not necessarily a detriment,other than it rendering social functions inadequate,but obviously it confers extra capacities.It seems to fox our terminology of distinct relationships between lacking of function and detriments.Perhaps this is because what is viewed as "(ab)normal" is a social value judgement,and what is not functioning is objectively determined -LB] 

Peter Evans : And that's where psychologist,Francesca Happe takes issue with Alan Snyder.He's suggesting that we all have early savant like processing,but that normal brains by imposing order on detail,block the creativity within us.Dr Happe,on the other hand says that savant like processing is completely absent in normal brains.We don't suck in the same vast amount of detail in the first place. [The whole point of hypno-regression [Switching off the conscious imposer? -LB] is to bring back hidden detail that the brain is supposed to record but that the conscious mind selectively omits as "trivial" or emotionally represses as "painful".If this is so,it suggests that in fact Alan is correct,and that normal brains are filtering out from a mass of input what to hold onto consciously and what to store but ignore.(see Audio BBCc901A "Altered States") Francesca's view seems to suggest that if you hypno regressed a savant,that you'd get a highly technicolour 3D version of events,or that there'd be no appreciable difference between their accounts and a "normal" person's-LB] 

Francesca Happe : I think that the rest of us actually don't perceive the details that people with autism perceive.I think we are Gestaltists,we go for the big picture right away. 

Peter Evans : How do you know that though? I mean because....I mean there is an argument that says,virtually all the sensory input we have,is sticking ,it's simply that we do some filtering and some shaping,how can you tell that we don't have this level of apprehension of detail? 

Francesca Happe : Well,it's possible to argue,that of course,we have understood and remembered everything we've ever seen,we just don't know it. [I think it works more on a reinforcement basis,rather like persistence of vision,things remain which are current and useful and continually updated,and things that don't wear away or are eroded.Indeed, the short term and long term memories are thought to work like this,but as to whether what reaches there is everything and it is post filtered by whether it is important or trivial or whether it is pre-processed,and some information discarded,that seems to be the question here -LB] But I think the burden of proof is on somebody to show that actually that information is in the system,otherwise we're faced with,clear everyday examples that we're not processing details.Take for example faces.Any man who's had a beard and shaved it off knows that people will come up afterwards and say "Ahh you've changed your glasses",they don't recognise that it's the beard that's gone. [That doesn't mean they haven't noticed,it means the conscious mind is unable to bring the precise detail to the fore.Under hypnosis apparently people do recall details not apparent to the conscious mind,suggesting that in fact the detail is there -LB] Even such a big detail,if we can call it that,is not salient for us,the whole face is salient for us,not specific details. [That's why people see ghosts and spooks every where,and why people think there is a "face on Mars" when in fact it's just shadows over a mountain -LB] For people with autism,details are the important thing,and they'll often fail to recognise somebody because they've changed their hair style,or because they've got new glasses.So the detail is all for the person with autism and for us it's really irrelevant. [Under this last statement normal conversation ought to consist of generic and general concerns as opposed to trivial details.Most people's vocal concerns seem to be parochial and trivial,and far from seeing the whole picture,seem only to see a small (self centred) version of events.So I don't think detail is irrelevant for most people,it seems to be their main concern at least in a myopic fashion -LB] 

Peter Evans : The implication of what you're saying then,is that there isn't,we can't unlock this high level of performance or ability within,because it doesn't exist for everyone? 

Francesca Happe : I don't believe we can,I don't believe that we are remembering every utterance verbatim,and that we simply don't have access to that.I think that we automatically go for gist,we remember the meaning of what's said and not the actual words. 

Peter Evans : But couldn't we train ourselves to do more internal filing,with detail? I mean, indeed that's what you ask people who are getting the onset of Alzheimer's don't you? You get them to right things down,to make little mental notes,and mental maps of things,so you can train yourself to perceive and retain higher levels of detail. [I don't think autism is like "Mr Memory Man" -LB] 

Francesca Happe : Certainly you can,but to say that we can by an effort of will,remember the exact words that somebody uses,is not at all to say that we naturally do,nor that this would somehow make us a savant,just because by an effort of memory,we recalled dates,and railway timetables and so on. One of the most striking things about the savant syndrome is that it's not effort full,for the person with the savant skill,doing these calculations,playing music,drawing in this wonderful way,is not effort full.It's very,very different from our attempts to do the same thing. "There wasn't any system behind them." "No system? Okay,do you know which was the first state to join the union,of the US?" "Delaware,was the first state to be admitted to the union.Pennsylvania followed Delaware,then New Jersey,then Georgia, Connecticut, Massachusets, Maryland, South Carolina.... (background laughter blocks out voice)...Virginia, New York, North Carolina,Rhode Island, Vermont, Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, Louisiana,Indiana,this is a big...going on... Alabama, Maine, Missouri, Arkansas, Michigan, Florida, Texas, Iowa, Wisconsin, California, Minnesota, Oregon, Kansas, West Virginia, Nevada, Nebraska, Colorado, North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, Washington,Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arizona, Alaska, and Hawaii.

Peter Evans : The tireless Dan,with his effortless recall of historical information,providing both entertainment,and food for thought at the recent Australian conference. There seems then to be a split among the experts.There are those who contend that people like Dan simply lock instantly onto more detailed information than the rest of us.Alan Snyder,though argues that we all have this data available,but it's smothered by later processing. Dr Bruce Miller of the University of California,is about to publish a paper in the British Journal of Psychiatry,which supports Snyder's view.He's come across a small number of people suffering from a rare form of degenerative disease,in an area of the left side of the brain that handles social behaviour and language.The other side of the brain where visual and musical skills are processed is intact.As a result of their illness,five of these ten patients,seem to have gained access to latent musical or artistic ability. [Perhaps the Eastern idea of balance and Yin/Yang is detrimental and genius or creativity requires being unbalanced and having a priority in one area.Indeed,there are many unorthodox or manic people whose eccentricities rendered their creativity (Spike Milligan,Dali see Focus Feb94 p6),so perhaps it is not wise to listen to Eastern teaching -LB] 

Bruce Miller : One of my favourites was a Hispanic gentleman [Does it matter what race he is? -LB] who had changed car stereos,and never had shown any interest in art,and he decided he wanted to paint,this gentleman lived in a small adobe in New Mexico,painted the Indians of his town,painted the churches,the buildings,and none of this was copied,it all came from his mind,and it was all transformed onto a canvas,So what we think is going on,is that the social and language part of the brain,being permanently turned off,allows this visual part of the brain to express itself. Almost 50% of the patients who degenerate this part of the brain have maintenance or new visual or musical abilities.But that means about half don't,and I think there are probably many factors that determine whether this creativity actually occurs.Families with visual talent,people who've had artists in the family,people who've had musicians in the family,are more likely to show this enhanced ability,and creativity and artistry,is often very strongly inherited,and I think that those that carry the circuitry for this ability are probably more likely to show enhanced function.So I think one of the hopes from this work is that it will help us to understand ordinary people and help them to bring out their own abilities that maybe latently suppressed. 

Alan Snyder : How can we access them? Is it possible to somehow penetrate into our unconscious,capture the insights that savants seem to have all the time,and return to Earth,so to speak,being our conceptual self? Well,I find this an intriguing,positively beautiful concept.We know that we can create artificial lesions,reversible lesions by magnetic pulses,putting magnetic pulses in the brain,so far this looks perfectly safe,what is known as a transcranial magnetic stimulation, [Something like this has been done by M.Persinger to induce the same feelings felt in sleep paralysis of a presence creeping around whilst you are unable top move,and is thought to be the explanation for alien abduction scenarios,since subjects say they see a face coming toward them (see Sue Blackmore:Horizon) -LB] where we put a magnetic pulse into the region of the brain we're concerned with,which temporarily disengages it,so we can create a dementure type effect.We can create this,and maybe we can turn of momentarily,the conceptual part of the brain,and then get that brief look into the world the way it is,and see if we have this view of the world that is free of mindsets.We're setting this up right now,and I am one of the subjects,(laughs) and there are a lot of other volunteers. 

Peter Evans : Experiments to block the controlling rational processing in the brain are (is??) just one approach to provoking savant ability.Niels Bienbaumer is taking quite the opposite tack.He's trying to heighten early pre-conscious brain processing in normal subjects.Instead of removing the brake,he's getting them to step on the accelerator. 

Niels Bienbaumer : You just watch your own activity in the form of a light point going over a computer screen,and the light point indicates to you the amplitude,the intensity of your brain response,and the computer asks you to increase the intensity,voluntarily,and if you do that,you get a reinforcement,you get a reward,from the computer,and by that,within about an hour or two hours,you can learn to influence your own brain activity. [ I already do that without the help from the computer! -LB] 

Peter Evans : Is it comparable to some experiments that took place some years ago on people lowering their blood pressure,by getting that sort of biofeedback... 

Niels Bienbaumer : Sure. 

Peter Evans : ...it's that sort of thing? 

Niels Bienbaumer : Yes,and I can tell you,in normal people,it seems to be possible to do more mental...elementary mental operations in very short time. 

Peter Evans : It's kind of an interesting speculation,and we are getting into the realm of speculation.... 

Niels Bienbaumer : Sure. 

Peter Evans : ...I mean one of the things about the autistic savants is that they,obviously have this heightened processing,for this basic elements...perceptual elements,but it's only on one dimension,in other words.... 

Niels Bienbaumer : Yes. 

Peter Evans : . ...the calculators,just do calculating.If you take a normal person and heighten their pre-conscious levels,might they not be operating in every dimension,so that they're getting a crazy noise of information? [Sounds like Schizophrenia now doesn't it? -LB] 

Niels Bienbaumer : Yes.That would be one possibility.The other possibility which of course we're looking forward to doing by training,is to specifically open some of the unconscious channels,by training,and then let important or relevant,or productive information into the second stage. [I think it's precisely the determination of what is "productive" or "important" or "relevant" information that acts as the filter.This is what savants appear to lack.They do not see that remembering the joining order of the states of the union is largely pointless,presumably that's why they are capable of doing it -LB] Now whether this is possible by training or not I cannot tell you at that time,but that would be the hope. 

Peter Evans : There's nothing new of course,in searching for a way of enhancing creativity.Throughout history,people have tried to do it,including those gifted individuals who already write,research,compose,paint,or whatever.but this is the first time that science has access to the advanced brain scanning tools that enable us to see and to measure mental activity as and when it takes place.The mind is not yet an open book,far from it,but neither is it an impenetrable black box,a Russian Doll of riddles with no hope of resolution [I think Whitley Streiber in "Communion" uses this analogy to suggest that it is -LB].That's why Alan Snyder,at his Centre for the Mind,exudes such confidence and enthusiasm and perhaps he's right.Perhaps those few dozen autistic savants around the world,with their bizarre brilliance,do have something we can all share. (Classical piano plays) 

Alan Snyder : And if we saw this,it would be an awesome eye-opener for a lot of people,including ourselves,but it also could be the beginning of being able to have this cross- fertilisation between our conceptual ability and our awareness of detail.In other words we could break mindset,look at this as the beginning of an adventure,a wonderful adventure,and it's very preliminary,and it's very wild,and look it's controversial.I don't think the Centre for the Mind should be working on things,unless they are at the frontier,and this seems to be...well we're intrigued by it and would like to look at it as deeply as we can. (Piano concludes) 

Next week,signals from deep space that are astronomers are convinced will open a huge new window on some of the most dramatic events in the cosmos. Frontiers listens with care next Wednesday at 9.00.



